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65 percent of Americans believe:

"there is no such thing as
absolute truth."

The Barna Report:
What Americans Believe, 2009.

No. of Christians who believe…
• the Bible is totally accurate in all of
the principles that it teaches ___
• that Satan exists ___
• in angels or demons ___
• they can choose their own slate of
religious beliefs rather than accept a
package of beliefs promoted by a
church or denomination ___
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No. of Christians who believe…
• the Bible is totally accurate in all of
the principles that it teaches 50%
• that Satan exists ___
• in angels or demons ___
• they can choose their own slate of
religious beliefs rather than accept a
package of beliefs promoted by a
church or denomination ___

No. of Christians who believe…
• the Bible is totally accurate in all of
the principles that it teaches 50%
• that Satan exists 27%
• in angels or demons ___
• they can choose their own slate of
religious beliefs rather than accept a
package of beliefs promoted by a
church or denomination ___

No. of Christians who believe…
• the Bible is totally accurate in all of
the principles that it teaches 50%
• that Satan exists 27%
• in angels or demons 40%
• they can choose their own slate of
religious beliefs rather than accept a
package of beliefs promoted by a
church or denomination ___
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No. of Christians who believe…
• the Bible is totally accurate in all of
the principles that it teaches 50%
• that Satan exists 27%
• in angels or demons 40%
• they can choose their own slate of
religious beliefs rather than accept a
package of beliefs promoted by a
church or denomination 71%

I AM…
the WAY

I AM…
the WAY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Not religion
Not works
Not your heritage
No other path!
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Acts 4
12 And

there is salvation in no one
else, for there is no other name
under heaven given among men by
which we must be saved.

John 14
“Let not your hearts be troubled.
Believe in God; believe also in me.
2 In my Father's house are many
rooms. If it were not so, would I
have told you that I go to prepare a
place for you? 3 And if I go and
prepare a place for you, I will come
again and will take you to myself,
that where I am you may be also.

John 14
4 And

you know the way to where I
am going.” 5 Thomas said to him,
“Lord, we do not know where you
are going. How can we know the
way?” 6 Jesus said to him, “I am the
way, and the truth, and the life. No
one comes to the Father except
through me.
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John 8
32 and

you will know the truth, and
the truth will set you free.

I AM…
the TRUTH
1.

“Truth” – Hebrew – (eh-MEHT)

אֱ מֶ ת

I AM…
the TRUTH
1.

“Truth” – Hebrew – (eh-MEHT)

אֱ מֶ ת
ֱֱ = אAlef – the 1st letter
 = מMem – the middle letter
 = תTav – the last letter
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Revelation 22
13 I

am the Alpha and the Omega,
the First and the Last,
the Beginning and the End.

John 14
“Let not your hearts be troubled.
Believe in God; believe also in me.

I AM…
the TRUTH
1. Truth – the sum of everything
2. Trust – the absence of fear
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Romans 8
37 No,

in all these things we are more
than conquerors through him who
loved us.

I AM…
the TRUTH
1. Truth – the sum of everything
2. Trust – the absence of fear
3. Triumph – total victory

John 14
12 “Truly,

truly, I say to you, whoever
believes in me will also do the works
that I do; and greater works than
these will he do, because I am going
to the Father. 13 Whatever you ask in
my name, this I will do, that the
Father may be glorified in the
Son. 14 If you ask me anything in my
name, I will do it
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Men occasionally stumble over the
truth, but most of them pick
themselves up and hurry off as if
nothing happened.
Winston Churchill.
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